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Outline

mutations
spontaneous origins
types and functional consequences
causes
repair

recombination

mutation is a rare process

10-5 – 10-8 mutations per site per generation

microsatellite loci are often higher:  10-3 – 10-5

mutation rates vary 

- among species
- among genes within a species

transitions:  T       C,  A       G 

transversions:  everything else
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Luria & Delbruck (1943) fluctuation test

resistance of E. coli to bacteriophage T1

20 small cultures, 1 large culture each grown to 108 cells

plate small cultures individually, 20 samples from large culture;
growth with/without phage

Hypothesis:
if exposure to phage leads to mutation, all cultures should 

have similar frequencies of resistance colonies

Results:
small:  11 @ 0, 1,1,3,5,5,6,35,64,107
large:  14 - 26
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Types of mutations and their consequences

•coding sequence

•promotor sequence

•splicing mutations 

•point mutations
•indels
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forward  and reverse mutation (reversion)

compensatory mutations
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What causes mutations?

•DNA replication errors 
•spontaneous nucleotide changes (tautomeric shifts)
•spontaneous lesions (depurination)
•mutagens:  ultraviolet light, chemicals, 

free radicals, radiation

•Ames test

base pair mismatches are rare (10-9)

- proofreading by DNA polymerase
- mismatch repair

strand slippage

- amplification of 
repeat motif
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fragile-X syndrome:  physical anamolies; mental retardation

amplification of a CGG repeat sequence in the FMR-1 gene

unaffected

affected

heterozygous or hemizygous

for premutation allele

22/29      82            29/80

22/83 22/90 ~500

>200      >200

normal (average):    29 CGG repeats  (<50)
premutation: 55-200 CGG repeats
syndrome: 200-1300 CGG repeats
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depurination, a common mechanism for transitions
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Ames Test  -- evaluating mutagenic properties

S9 extract  - subset of detox enzymes

original compound, byproducts

grow his- strains of Salmonella typhimuriumwith S9 and test compound

- point mutations (transitions and transversions)
- frameshift mutations

vary dosage

Ames test results

[box 12.2]
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- homology dependent
- homology independent
- synthesis-dependent strand annealing

DNA repair

homology dependent:
complementarity to intact strand

nucleotide excision

- recognition of damaged base

- assembly of multiprotein complex

- cutting damaged strand

- undamaged strand as template

- ligation of repaired strand
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defects in nucleotide excision repair lead to xeroderma pigmentosum

recombination repair

homology dependent:
complementarity to intact strand
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double stranded break repair  -- nonhomologous end joining

double stranded break repair  -- synthesis-dependent strand annealing
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meiotic recombination


